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Abstract. Determination of neutron star (NS) parameters is an important astrophysical problem.
The stellar radius depends on the mass and the equation of state (EOS) in the NS core, which is
not well known. Therefore, with masses and radii inferred from observations we are able to select
between various theories for the EOS. Theoretical models ofNS spectra are needed for this purpose.
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Absorption features in spectra of X-ray bursting NSs.Some low mass X-ray bina-
ries (LMXBs) with relative low mass-accretion rate are X-ray bursting sources due to
eruptive H/He thermonuclear burning of accreted matter on the NS surface. The lumi-
nosity during outburst maximum can reach the Eddington limit (Teff ∼ 2.5×107 K) and
then decrease exponentially on a time scale of a few seconds.Cottam et al. [1] found
an absorption feature at 13-14 Å in EXO 0748−676 during late phases of an outburst,
identified it as an FeXXV subordinate line and estimated the gravitational redshifton the
NS surface (z≈ 0.35). We checked this identification using NS model atmospheres.

Compton scattering determines atmospheric structures andemergent spectra at out-
burst maximum, but it is less important atTeff ≤ 1.5×107 K (for atmospheres with solar
chemical composition). We calculated a set of non-LTE and LTE models with various
chemical abundances [5] and demonstrated that the observedabsorption could rather be
a blend of FeXXIV resonance lines with gravitational redshiftz≈ 0.24. But the equiva-
lent width of this blend is too low in comparison to the observation, therefore this feature
can probably be not connected with surface radiation. In subsequent outburst observa-
tions, no absorption at this place in the spectrum was found [2].

Spectra of spreading layers and EOS in NS cores.X-ray spectra of high luminosity
LMXBs consist of two blackbody components withkT ∼1 keV and∼ 2.5 keV. The
more variable hard component is associated with the boundary layer (BL) between
accretion disc and NS surface. Inogamov & Sunyaev [4] suggested a new, so-called
spreading layer (SL) model for the BL. In this model accretedmatter spirals with sub-
keplerian velocity, spreads over the NS surface, and decelerates due to friction with
the surface material. We developed an SL model by accountingfor General Relativity
(GR) corrections and considering an arbitrary chemical composition of the accreting
matter. We also computed emergent spectra taking into account all GR corrections.



We compared them to observations and obtained limits on the NS M −R relation and,
therefore, on the EOS in NS cores.

For computing the total spectrum we divided the SL model in a number of latitude
rings with knownTeff, effective surface gravity, surface density, and calculated their
vertical structures and spectra by using a model atmospheremethod with Compton
scattering taken into account. The local vertical structures and the local spectra are very
similar to X-ray bursting NS atmospheres. We concluded, forexample, on a radius of
R= 14.5±1.5 km for a NS withM = 1.4M⊙, which is evidence for a stiff EOS in NS
cores [6].

Atmospheres of magnetized neutron stars.In the last two decades, several new
classes of isolated NSs with strong magnetic fieldsB ∼ 1013–1014 G have been dis-
covered: dim isolated NSs, anomalous X-ray pulsars, and soft-gamma repeaters. Their
spectra are close to black body spectra withT ∼ 106–107 K. They can have gaseous
envelopes, therefore, model atmospheres of magnetized NSshave to be calculated.

A magnetized plasma is birefringent, thus, electromagnetic waves have to be con-
sidered in two normal modes, the extraordinary (X-mode), elliptically polarized across
magnetic field direction, and the ordinary (O-mode), elliptically polarized along mag-
netic field direction. The X-mode opacity is smaller by a factor of ∼ (ν/νcyc)

2, where
νcyc is the electron-cyclotron frequency. Opacities in both modes are strongly dependent
on the angle between a magnetic field direction and the wave propagation direction. In
fields with a strength nearBQ = 4.4× 1013 G, virtual e+e− pairs modify the plasma
properties and opacities. For a givenν andB there is some critical plasma density where
the X-mode opacity sharply increases (vacuum resonance) and the radiation modes can
partially convert into each other. Atomic binding energiesare increased in strong mag-
netic fields, and even H can be only partially ionized atT ∼ 106 K. Fully ionized H/He
model atmospheres of magnetized NSs were calculated by manyauthors, including vac-
uum polarization and partial mode conversion [8]. Partially ionized H models were also
calculated [3], but without an accurate treatment of partial mode conversion.

We presented a new computer code for magnetized NS atmosphere modeling. The
atmosphere is assumed to consist either of fully ionized electron-ion plasmas or of par-
tially ionized hydrogen. Vacuum resonance and partial modeconversion are taken into
account. Any inclination of the magnetic field relative to the stellar surface is allowed.
Some new results were obtained, in particular the effect of the vacuum polarization on
partially ionized hydrogen model atmospheres was investigated [7].
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